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Humans Interacting with AI

Setting: you are learning to code, so 
you ask an AI for help

• Should you trust the AI’s code?
• Try to solve it on your own?
• Edit the AI code to make it work? 



Humans Interacting with AI

Setting: you are driving but it’s low 
visibility. AI dashboard is helping you 
see.

• Do you stop since AI is telling you 
it’s a red light?

• Pull over until visibility improves?

Image modified from https://www.popsci.com/technology/new-audi-tech-provides-traffic-light-updates/



Central Problem:
How do you know when to:
• rely on  the AI, 
• collaborate with the AI or
• ignore its suggestion?



AI-Assisted Decision Making



Proposed IntegrAI Approach:
• Learn from data the optimal AI-

integration function
• Teach the human the optimal way to 

collaborate



Yes

No Use AI Answer

AI Predicts:
 Yes, score 0.9

Is there a Traffic Light?

Assume the human has a prior integration function R0, our goal is:
• Understand human performance without AI H(X)
• Understand the human prior R0

Step 1: Human Data Collection
Understand Human performance and prior reliance on AI



Step 2:  Discover Regions
Find regions of data where human collaborates incorrectly with AI

(d)

Goal of teaching is to correct the prior:
e.g. if human trusted the AI, in a region where 
AI is incorrect, find that region and inform the 
human! 

    Region is denoted by a 
center c and a radius 
gamma
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Step 3:  Describe Regions
Describe regions in text with an LLM
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Step 4:  Teach Regions to Human
In onboarding stage, teach human each region

Region 1:
Ignore AI when it's a 
"highway during the night“
Region 2:
Use AI when it's a 
“city during the day“
 …
Region k:

Teaching Phase: for each region

• Step 1: human predicts on example in region
• Step 2: human receives feedback about their 

correctness and the Ais correctness
• Step 3: (from example to region) human is shown 

the region description and a gallery of examples from 
the region

(any example the human gets wrong are re-shown)



User Study Evaluation
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On BDD study:
Accuracy: without onboarding 77.2, with onboarding 82.6 (significant 
increase)
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User Study Evaluation

On BDD study:
Accuracy: without onboarding 77.2, with onboarding 82.6 (significant 
increase)
On MMLU study:
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ChatGPT explanations often inform human whether to use its answer:
- ‘Unfortunately, the options provided do not provide a clear answer to 
[…]
- ‘The answer cannot be provided with the given information […]
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